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Stanmore Community Village 
 


Phasing and Delivery document 
 
The Apley Estate and Stanmore Properties propose to develop up to 1500 housing units at 
Stanmore to satisfy the future housing needs of Bridgnorth. This phased development will 
include mixed income housing, shops and leisure facilities in conjunction with an extension to 
the successful Stanmore Business Park. 
 
The development will be built using low carbon materials and the houses will look as if they 
belong in the landscape, reflecting the nature of the surrounding area. The intent is that it will be 
less car dependent than many such new developments with the phases of construction 
combining into walkable neighbourhoods. Each phase will have its own character whilst clearly 
being part of the whole. 
 
To create the character a strict design guide will be created and adhered to by the builders 
employed to construct the housing. Whilst we have had discussions with national house builders 
our preference is to use a mixture of local and regional housebuilders as has successfully been 
done in many similar developments  including Nansledan in Cornwall, where three builders have 
been employed (CG Fry & Son, Wain Holmes, Morrish Builders) who together deliver 120 
homes per annum. 
 
At the heart of this development there will be a variety of retail units for independent traders 
including butchers and bakers, greengrocers and cafe. The leisure elements including large 
areas of landscaping are spread throughout the development. 
 
A team of leading consultants are appointed to take this matter through to fruition, this includes 
advice on the delivery from Lord Matthew Taylor. 
 
Phasing 
 
The land for development is already in the exclusive ownership of the Apley Estate and 
Stanmore properties. Save for necessary planning consents there are no restraints to 
development. 
 
Already discussions have been held with Western Power in respect of the provision of electricity 
and one of the principal sources of water for Bridgnorth runs across this land. In respect of the 
employment accommodation the proposals already benefit from the existing business Park 
infrastructure and on-site management that currently serve the existing 60,000 m² of 
employment space on Stanmore business Park. 
 
 
A phasing plan has been prepared to illustrate the delivery of much-needed employment and 
housing, (see drawing 36045-0011 Phasing Plan_A0).  It illustrates the early release of land at 
the centre of the site as well as extensive employment space adjacent to the Business Park, this 
latter benefitting from existing services.  The duration of phases is flexible (and necessarily 
indicative) and there will be some overlap as one phase concludes and the next comes forward 
fir delivery. Market conditions will dictate the rate of delivery but we expect to average between 
75 – 120 completions per annum. 
 







 
 
 
Phase 1 [including 1A and 1B] 
 
Housing:  (Years 1 – 4)  
Comprising around 11ha, this phase would accommodate 7ha of housing equating to 250 
homes, the village green, primary road and sustainable drainage in Stanmore Gardens.  
 
Phase 1B would accommodate the refurbished Hermitage Farmhouse into a community facility 
together with shops for local retailers such as butchers, bakers and greengrocers selling local 
produce as well as a café. 
 
Parking provision will accompany the initial ‘shop’ development so early delivery of a ‘park and 
choose’ can be established to ensure the residents of the site and visitors have the option to 
change behaviour when accessing the town centre by using more sustainable modes of 
transport, which could include including e-bikes as well as Buses. 
 
Alongside the housing and community facilities, phase 1A (years 1 – 15) would see the 
expansion of Stanmore Business Park around the existing site by a further 11ha (35 - 40,000m2 
approx.). Depending on market conditions a mix of smaller speculatively-built and larger 
‘designed to suit’ units would be planned. 
 
Phase 1C  (year 3 onwards) 
 
o This could deliver early individual serviced plots for self- build homes to the north of the 


site.  These parcels will be serviced off a new primary access point and phased to give 
the space needed for self- build construction activity in advance of later phased 
development. 


 
o Finally, throughout phase 1, extensive advance planting will be being undertaken to 


establish/reinforce green corridors between the Country Park and Hermitage Ridge. 
 
Phase 2  (years 3 – 7) 
 
o The land immediately south of the Phase 1 parcel will provide 110 homes with primary 


access provided from the existing, enhanced lane.  Phase two will extend the primary 
road back to the extended Stanmore Gardens and accessing the A454, initially as a 
haul road. 


 
o The second phase of employment growth is anticipated in phase 2A, accommodating a 


further 5ha land to the north of the site, east of the A454 and accessed directly off it. 
This land is seen as suitable for B1-type occupations and might attract a laboratory, 
research or office use compatible with residential uses adjacent. It is likely to be built ‘to 
suit’ and timing will depend upon marketing progress. Significant planting margins will 
be provided around this part of the site. 


 
Phase 3   (years  4 – 8) 
 


• Phase 3 will complete the housing and landscape works between Stanmore Gardens 
and the A454.  This phase will deliver 120 homes addressing the main road and 







stepping down to the gardens. 
 
Phase 4    (years 7  onward) 


 
o The majority of the phase 4 land, incorporating the availability of the two form entry 


primary school, playing field and remaining mixed use will be brought forward during 
this period. The school provision is dependent on ensuring the neighbouring St. Mary’s 
school is at full capacity before any further educational space is provided, hence it is 
phased later in the development. 


 
o The housing will cross the A454 to connect into the edge of the Hobbins to better 


integrate the centre into this existing community.  Phase 4 and 4A is likely to 
accommodate 270 homes in total. It is possible that a Care Home might be located on 
Phase 4A which could include connected sheltered residential units 


 
Phase 5  (years 10 onward) 
 
o This final phase will complete the settlement, tying the self-build homes into the centre 


of the village.  The final 100 homes will be accommodated delivering a total 850 homes. 
 
3.0  Future Demand 
 
o The Community Village layout is designed so that another 650 homes can be added 


seamlessly and alongside the earlier phases, as the core infrastructure will be in place, 
taking the Village up to about 1,500 homes in total. 


 
4.0 Deliverability 
 
The promoters comprise two long-established and well-capitalised property owning and 
developing  Estates/Companies. They have years of experience in bringing large projects 
successfully to fruition. 
 
4.1 Apley Estate owns and manages (in-house) some 8,500 acres around Bridgnorth; this 


comprises some 2,500 acres farmed ‘in hand’ and numerous tenanted farms whose 
families have been in relationships with the estate for 100 years in some cases. The 
Estate also holds about 300 rented houses, many let, long term, on ’affordable’ terms, a 
number of miscellaneous commercial buildings and the Apley Farm Shop at Norton 
which combines a multitude of uses with family and community facilities, attracting tens 
of thousands of visitors each year.  


 
4.2 The Estate has been intimately involved with communities in Shropshire for well over 


100 year. Its operation is runs on sustainable and ethical standards and it provides 
local schools,  organisations  and communities with support, facilities and in some 
cases land for sports clubs, recreation facilities, and the like.  


 
4.3 The Estate operates a rolling ‘Plan’ within (currently) a 125-year trust structure and 


publishes a brochure showing its activities and aims. A copy of that brochure 
accompanies this document.  


 
4.4 Stanmore Properties Ltd has operated in the West Midlands and nationally for well over 


50 years initially as a housing developer, more recently as a developer and owner of 
Industrial, commercial and retail buildings, leased out and managed by its in-house 







management company. It will undertake the development of new buildings accessed 
through the Business Park (as it controls the access roads) using its established 
development management team. 


 
5.0   Method of Delivery 
 
5.1 The promoters will complete the Masterplan design in consultation with the Council, so 


that an implementable planning consent can be obtained. That will govern the number 
and type of houses and commitment to the provision (quantity and mix) of affordable 
and specialist accommodation (e.g. elderly, sheltered and live-work or studio units). 


 
5.2 They will design and procure construction of the ‘core’ infrastructure of roads, drains, 


utilities and the framework of landscaping, green/open space and divide the Community 
Village area into appropriately sized lots,  bringing in specialist housebuilders to take 
over land parcels and deliver the open market housing. A specific mix of affordable 
housing will be agreed which may include a percentage reserved for persons working 
within a specified distance or in a particular category. 


 
5.3 A number of initial expressions of interest have already been received from 


housebuilders and preliminary discussions have been taking place.  
 
5.4 Apley Estate is already a responsible landlord to some 300 residential tenants and 


intends to retain a proportion of the Stanmore housing to let, including elements of 
affordable stock. 


 
6.0   Design Quality and Control 
 
6.1 The promoters have consulted the Building Better, Building Beautiful Commission, the 


Duchy of Cornwall and the Prince’s Trust - and visited the communities of Poundbury 
and Nansledan as examples of creating complete communities with outstanding 
design.  It is their intention to create a community in a similar vein, with architecture 
redolent of local styles and providing a real ‘sense of place’.  


 
7.0 A ‘village-wide’ Design Guide 
 
7.1 In order to maintain the necessary standards of quality and appearance a Design Guide 


(or ‘Pattern Book’) will be agreed with the Council and this will become a ‘material 
consideration’ when housebuilders take their planning applications for approval. Land 
disposal will most likely be done under licence from the owners to builders to ensure 
standards promised are delivered, with the freehold title passing direct to the 
purchaser. 


 
8.0 Management and Stewardship 
 
8.1 A major principle of Garden Village communities is that they contain areas of land for 


recreation and landscape value and common facilities, all of which are vital to the 
‘ethos’ of the community and which must be maintained over the lifetime of the 
Community Village. 


 
8.2 Many developers have promised to deliver communities which were to contain 


elements in the style of Garden Villages, but the commercial interest of building for 
profit has turned to a lack of interest once the valuable development has been 







completed and the essential elements of ‘community’ have fallen by the wayside.  
 
8.2 The Apley Estate has a long history of looking after its extensive estates and at 


Stanmore proposes to establish a Stewardship scheme for the Community Village, 
under which all common land provided for the community will be held in perpetuity and 
managed for the benefit of the Village and its residents. 
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Stanmore Consortium  


Summary of consultation and engagement  


For and on behalf of the Stanmore Consortium   


 


1.1 Introduction 
 


This feedback report outlines the Stanmore Consortium’s approach to public consultation on its 


proposals for the development of Stanmore Village.  It summarises the Stanmore Consortium’s 


community engagement activity on its proposals from September 2019 to September 2020 and 


details the actions it has undertaken.  


1.2 Approach to public consultation and stakeholder engagement 


The Stanmore Consortium recognises the importance and value of involving local residents and 


organisations in the planning and development process and has taken a broad approach to engaging 


with stakeholders on its proposals for Stanmore Village. 


 


Its consultation programme has engaged, informed, explained and involved stakeholders and 


members of the community.  The principal activities undertaken by the Stanmore Consortium were to 


support the site’s allocation in Shropshire Council’s Local Plan.  This included: 


• Engaging with and holding political briefings with local elected members 


• Holding three days of public exhibitions on the proposals on:  
 


o Wednesday 25 September 2019, 12.30pm-7.00pm, Marches Centre for 
Manufacturing & Technology, Stanmore Industrial Estate;  


o Thursday 26 September 2019, 2.00pm-8.00pm, Castle Hall, Bridgnorth;  
o Saturday 28 September 2019, 10.00am-4.00pm, Low Town Community Hall, 


Bridgnorth 
 


• Inviting local residents, business stakeholders and elected members to the public exhibitions 


• Providing a variety of feedback mechanisms and channels of communication for enquiries 


• Responding to queries and requests for more information where appropriate 


 


1.3 Local stakeholders and community groups 


Prior to the public exhibitions a series of political briefings were coordinated with Philip Dunne MP and 
local ward members including:  


• Councillor Michael Wood, Shropshire Council ward member for Worfield 
 


• Councillor Elliot Lynch, Shropshire Council ward member for Bridgnorth West & Tasley; 
Bridgnorth Town Council ward member for East 
 


• Councillor Les Winwood, Shropshire Council ward member for Bridgnorth West & Tasley 
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• Councillor Christian Lee, Shropshire Council ward member for Bridgnorth East & Astley 
Abbots 


 
• Councillor William Parr, Shropshire Council ward member for Bridgnorth East & Astley Abbots 


 


• Councillor Tina Woodward, Shropshire Council ward member for Alveley and Claverley 
 


Also prior to the public exhibitions a briefing was held with members of Worfield Parish Council.  The 


council included many local residents, as well as a number of members of the local group Save 


Bridgnorth Greenbelt. 


 


1.4 Publicity for local residents 
 
Ahead of the public consultation, the Stanmore Consortium sought to maximise awareness of its 


emerging proposals in order to engage as many local residents and stakeholders as possible.  A 


range of communication mechanisms were used to achieve this as detailed below: 


 


o Invitational flyer – local residents, site neighbours and occupiers of both residential and 


commercial properties were sent a double-sided flyer inviting them to the public exhibitions. 


This was issued to approximately 7,500 properties across Bridgnorth and Worfield. 


o Media advertising – two quarter page adverts were placed in both the Shropshire Star and 


Bridgnorth Journal.  


o Project website – a dedicated project website went live prior to the exhibitions.  


 


1.5 Feedback mechanisms  


Feedback forms – paper and online 


Feedback forms were available at the exhibitions for attendees to submit their comments up until 


Saturday 26 October 2019.  A postal address was provided for people to send forms to for those not 


wishing to submit their feedback on the days of the events. An identical online version of the form was 


also made available on the project website.  Both paper and online feedback forms could also be 


submitted to a dedicated consultation email address. 


 


2.0 Participation and feedback  


A total of 201 people attended the public exhibition over the three days.  Most visitors took the 


opportunity to speak with at least one member of the project team during their visit.  


 


A number of local councillors were present at the exhibitions, which included: 


• Councillor Elliot Lynch, Shropshire Council ward member for Bridgnorth West & Tasley; 
Bridgnorth Town Council ward member for East 
 


• Councillor Christian Lee, Shropshire Council ward member for Bridgnorth East & Astley 
Abbots 
 


• Councillor Heather Kidd, Shropshire Council ward member for Chirbury & Worthen 
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• Councillors David Cooper and Geoffrey Davies, Bridgnorth Town Council ward members for 


Castle 
 


• Councillor Clive Dyson, Bridgnorth Town Council ward member for Morfe 
 


A total of 18 feedback forms were filled out and put in the ballot box during the exhibitions, and a 


further eight were later submitted electronically via the website or by post – making a total of 26 forms 


received. 


 


2.1 Feedback form analysis  


To gauge the overall reaction towards the exhibition, respondents were asked to select the option 


best suited to the statement “I have found this exhibition.” A breakdown of the results from those 


who answered this question are as follows:  


• 16 (62%) respondents found the exhibition very informative  
• 7 (27%) respondents found the exhibition quite informative 
• 0 respondents found the exhibition not very informative 
• 0 respondents answered not sure/don’t know 
• 0 respondents indicated that they did not attend but still submitted a form 
• 3 (11%) respondents did not answer the question 
 


Respondents were then asked four open-ended questions to provide their general thoughts and 


feedback on the proposals:  


 


• Please tell us what you think about the proposals. 


• Do you have any comments on specific aspects of our outline plans e.g. relating to housing 


need or type, employment, green open space, Stanmore Country Park, community facilities 


(schools, doctors’ surgery etc), or any other issue? 


• Stanmore Country Park will not be used for development and will remain within the Green 


Belt.  Are there any improvements or new facilities you would like to see at the Country Park? 


• Are there any other comments you would like to make? 


 


A summary of the common issues and broad themes to emerge from each question are summarised 


in the table below: 


Please tell us what you think about the proposals.  


A Development  


 
• 17 respondents (65%) commented on their reaction towards the development. Of 


these, 12 respondents (46%) made positive or accepting comments about the 
proposals. These included: 


▪ The site is in a suitable location. 


▪ The proposals meet the need for more housing in the area and may 
attract more young families.  


▪ The proposals were well thought out.  
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• The remaining 5 respondents (19%) raised the following concerns: 


▪ The disruption to quiet, rural living, as well as the wildlife which inhabits 
the proposed development area.  


▪ Potential increase in crime.  


▪ Influx of people would destroy the appeal of a traditional small market 
town. 


• General concerns were raised that the Stanmore Consortium may not deliver the 
infrastructure that is being proposed.  


B Housing  


 
• 10 respondents (38%) commented on housing.  


• Of these, 6 respondents (23%) confirmed the need for more housing in the area 
as proposed by the plan. 


• 1 respondent (4%) commented that there was no need for 850 new homes, 
especially as the ageing population of Bridgnorth results in empty homes.  


• General concerns were raised that the potential population would increase beyond 
the estimated figure of 2,200.  


• General comments that houses should be affordable in order to attract young 
buyers.   


C Transport 


 
• 8 respondents (31%) made comment on the impact of the development on 


transport. 


• Concern that development will bring extra vehicles to the area, exacerbating the 
existing issues of traffic congestion and sparse parking. 


• Concern about the use of narrow lanes in and out of Bridgnorth. Particular 
concern about the single car width of Brook Lane – running between the 
development and Roughton – and consequent effects of increased traffic on the 
road and its lack of designated parking. Suggestion for access only, diverting 
traffic onto ‘A’ roads.  


• Respondents supported the necessity for better public transport and emphasised 
the need for regular and reliable bus routes.  


D Green Spaces 


 
• 7 respondents (27%) discussed green spaces, either green belt land or Stanmore 


Country Park.  


• 4 respondents (15%) made positive comments about the provision of green 
spaces in the plan and the exclusion of the Country Park from development.  


• Comments from 3 respondents (12%) expressed dissatisfaction with the proposal 
to build on green belt land. 


E Social Infrastructure and Amenities  


 
• 4 respondents (15%) mentioned issues relating to social infrastructure and 


amenities. 
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• 2 respondents (8%) commented that the proposals were positive but expressed 
concerns that public amenities should be secured in the early plans and not added 
as an afterthought to housing.  


• 1 respondent (4%) suggested the inclusion of additional amenities, namely a 
hotel, a pub, and a police station.  


F Industry and Employment 


 
• 1 respondent (4%) commented that the claim of 2,000 jobs was ‘bribery’. 


G 
Environment 


 
• 1 respondent (4%) commented on the environment, suggesting provision of green 


buses and electric charging points for cars. 


 


Do you have any comments on specific aspects of our outline plans? 


A Development  


 
• 2 respondents (8%) made specific comments on the development in its entirety: 


▪ 1 respondent (4%) commented that building standards should be 
monitored throughout the project.  


▪ 1 respondent (4%) discussed the need for ‘architectural congruency’ and 
consideration of aesthetics, particularly how the outlook from Bridgnorth 
would be affected.   


B Housing  


 
• 8 respondents (31%) made specific comments on housing.  Of these respondents, 


3 (12%) commented that houses should be affordable, particularly to attract 
younger people to the area.  


• 3 respondents (12%) proposed that priority for housing should be given to local 
residents and those with connections to the area (i.e. work/family).  


• Other comments included: 


▪ A variety of homes should be provided, including consideration of 
occupants with disabilities.  


▪ Five-bed houses were too big for a large estate and were therefore 
unsuitable.    


▪ The proposed houses should be an expression of excellent design and 
architecture.  


▪ Brownfield land in Telford should be used for housing instead of green 
belt land in Bridgnorth. 


C Transport 


 
• 7 respondents (27%) made specific suggestions regarding transport. These 


included: 


▪ Access for cyclists and pedestrians to nearby industrial estates and other 
local employers.  


▪ Improvement of national walk routes/creation of new routes.  
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▪ Frequent and reliable bus services to provide links to nearby areas. 


• Concern about efficient access to housing estate from main roads.  


• Concern that the proposed cycle routes and footpaths are unrealistic due to the 
gradient of the landscape across the development area.   


D Green Spaces 


 
• 3 respondents (12%) discussed green spaces.  


• 1 respondent (4%) reacted negatively to the development proposals on green belt 
land and questioned where recreational green space would be provided.  


• 1 respondent (4%) welcomed the ‘Garden Village’ concept, as well as the decision 
to protect the Country Park from development.   


• 1 respondent (4%) disliked that the Hermitage Ridge and the meadow leading 
down to Birchlands Estate were within the designated developable area and was 
concerned that the natural walking paths may be made ‘more accessible’ and thus 
lose their wild beauty which the walkers of Bridgnorth enjoy. 


E Social Infrastructure and Amenities  


 
• 13 respondents (50%) mentioned issues relating specifically to social 


infrastructure and amenities. 


• All respondents agreed there is a need for more local infrastructure, with 5 
respondents (19%) citing the already oversubscribed status of existing facilities, 
including local healthcare services and schools.  


• 1 respondent (4%) raised concerns that the local police would not be able to cope 
with the increased demand for resource that a new housing development may 
bring. 


• 6 respondents (23%) raised concerns about proposed infrastructure, particularly 
doctors’ surgeries and schools. These included: 


▪ Ensuring these potential facilities, listed in the plan, are secured.  
▪ Securing people to work at these facilities.  
▪ Securing the funding for them.  


 
F Industry and Employment 


 
• 5 respondents (19%) discussed industry and employment specifically.  


• 3 respondents (12%) commented on the necessity of providing shops, 
businesses, petrol stations etc., with 2 out of these 3 (8%) suggesting preference 
should be given to start-ups and independent businesses. 


• 1 respondent (4%) questioned the need for 2,000 new jobs in the town. 


G 
Environment 


 
• 4 respondents (15%) specifically commented on the environment.  The issues 


included: 
▪ Ensuring that sustainability and carbon issues are at the forefront of 


planning. 
▪ Concerns about sewage removal and the impact on existing sewage 


sites.  A suggestion was made to emulate a nearby Bio Digester unit.  
▪ Acknowledgement of flooding preparations in the plan but concerns about 


drought preparations.  
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▪ Concerns about the increased CO2 emissions that could come from new 
residents commuting to Wolverhampton and Telford. 


 


 


 


Are there any other comments you would like to make? 


A Development  


 
• 8 respondents (31%) made final comments about the development in its entirety.  


• 1 respondent (4%) saw no advantage to the development, and suggested council 
tax should be adjusted to compensate for the loss of a quiet, rural location and 
disruption to wildlife.  The same respondent also raised concerns about 
depreciation of property value at The Hobbins as a result of nearby development. 


• 1 respondent (4%) raised a concern about crime and queried the presence of 
police on the proposed development.  


• Other comments pertained to the future of the development. These included: 


▪ The state of future land ownership. 


▪ Concern that the project could be abandoned in the future.  


▪ A proposal for a community panel consisting of local residents and 
representatives from the Stanmore Consortium and the local authority to 
ensure delivery of proposals and overall maintenance.   


▪ A proposal for a “Design Guide” to ensure consistent standards between 
the numerous developers / housebuilders involved.  


▪ General concerns about provision of infrastructure. 


Stanmore Country Park will not be used for development and will remain within 


the Green Belt.  Are there any improvements or new facilities you would like to 


see at the Country Park?  


Suggestion  Number 


Visitor centre 5 
Café/shop 4 
Toilet facilities 4 
General park maintenance - including pond and planting 4 
Children's play area/outdoor education facilities 3 
Improved footpaths - including maintenance during snowy or wet weather. 3 
Facilities for dogs - bins, water for bowls.  3 
Cycleways/ cycle racks 3 
Waste bins 2 
Seating 2 
Sports facilities  1 
Lighting  1 
Information board – including information on biodiversity 1 
Water features to attract wildlife  1 
Enhancement of RAF memorial 1 
Management plan 1 
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▪ Concern that businesses will not want to trade from Bridgnorth due to its 
poor transport links compared to Telford. 


▪ General concerns about people moving into Bridgnorth from outside the 
town. 


B Housing  


 • 4 respondents (15%) made final comments on housing.  These included: 
 


▪ The importance of affordable housing for low income families and young 
people. 


▪ Concerns about the general impact of the proposed development on local 
infrastructure. 


C Transport 


 
• 2 respondents (8%) made final comments on the impact of the proposed 


development on transport.  


• These comments included: 


▪ Concerns that an extra 2,000 vehicles would cause congestion on the 
surrounding roads. 


▪ Concerns that Bridgnorth is not suitable for development due to its poor 
transport links. 


D Green Spaces 


 
• 1 respondent (4%) discussed green spaces.  They discussed improving the 


overgrown / blocked footpaths between the Cemetery / High Rock area and the 
Hermitage Ridge.  


E Social Infrastructure and Amenities  


 
• 1 respondent (4%) mentioned final issues about social infrastructure and 


amenities.  They suggested outdoor exercise facilities.    


F Industry and Employment 


 
• 1 respondent (4%) expressed concerns that Bridgnorth is not suitable for industrial 


development as businesses will favour Telford.  


G 
Environment 


 
• No respondents commented on the environment. 
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2.2 Verbal feedback analysis  


The vast majority of visitors at the public exhibitions took the opportunity to speak with at least one 
member of the project team.  


 


 


 


 


Common issues and themes to emerge from verbal feedback and discussions  


A Principle and need for housing 


 • Concern that there is no need for additional housing and employment in 
Bridgnorth 


• Concern that the proposed development is an attempt to satisfy housing need in 
Birmingham and the Black Country 


• Questions about how much of the proposed residential development would be 
‘affordable’ 


• Questions about the style and density of housing 
• Many visitors questioned why green belt land should be developed in Bridgnorth 


when there is brownfield land in Telford 
B Traffic  


 • Concern that congestion in the town would be exacerbated by development 
• Concern that there are plans to stop up the A454 
• Suggestions that a bypass road should be built to ease congestion on the A442 


through Low Town 
• Concern that development will make the A454 dangerous and increase rat-


running on local B roads 
• Questions around how the development would be linked to Low Town 


C Public amenities and social infrastructure  


 • Many visitors expressed concerns that the already oversubscribed local doctors’ 
surgery would not cope with an influx of new residents.  Visitors largely agreed 
that a new doctors’ survey is essential.  Concerns were also raised as to where 
new GPs would be found to operate a new surgery 


• Concern regarding the need for a new school as part of the development and 
what type of school it should be 


• Many visitors were concerned that the infrastructure proposed would ultimately 
not be delivered once the site is allocated 


• Suggestion that a supermarket should be provided as part of the development to 
avoid exacerbating congestion around the existing retail offering in Bridgnorth 


• Requests for recreational facilities such as an all-weather sports pitch 
D Ecology  


 • Confusion as to the intention for safeguarded land 
• Concern for wildlife currently using the proposed development area 


E Other 


 • Questions around how the Stanmore Consortium can guarantee that Garden 
Village principles are adhered to 
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3.0 Stakeholder engagement during 2020 


The Stanmore Consortium has continued to engage with stakeholders and the wider community 
through 2020.  


Key briefings have included: 


• Regular update briefings and virtual meetings with Philip Dunne MP 
• Meetings and updates with Shropshire Council officers 
• Presentation to members of Shropshire Council’s Cabinet 
• Presentation to Mark Barrow and supporting Shropshire Council officers 
• Presentation and update briefings for local Shropshire Councillors including members for 


Worfield, Brown Clee, Much Wenlock, Bridgnorth West & Tasley, Bridgnorth East & Astley 
Abbots, and Chirbury & Worthen 


• Presentation and project updates to Bridgnorth Town Council 
• Project updates and information to Morville Parish Council, Tasley Parish Council and 


Worfield Parish Council 
 
 
Bridgnorth Town Council 
In responding to Shropshire Council’s Local Plan Review, Bridgnorth Town Council during its 
Extraordinary meeting of 9th June 2020 agreed that Stanmore Garden Community site is its preferred 
site.  The Stanmore Consortium was not present at this meeting.   


 
3.1 Apley Estate engagement 


During this period Apley Estate has also presented proposals for Stanmore to the following 
organisations: 


• Marches Local Enterprise Partnership 
• Shropshire Wildlife Trust 
• The Woodland Trust 
• CPRE Shropshire 
• Sporting Bridgnorth 
• Bridgnorth Sustainability Forum 
• Country Land & Business Association 
• Buglife 
• Forestry Commission / Forest England 


 
3.2 Communicating changes to proposals  
 
The Stanmore Consortium has continued to develop and evolve its proposals.  It has communicated 
changes and enhancements as part of a regular programme of updates to the local community and 
interested stakeholders.  Communications activity has included: 
 


• Updating and revising the project website – www.stanmorevillage.co.uk  
• Launching a new Vision document based on new reduced area masterplan 
• Providing a video comparing Stanmore and Tasley / Develeoping a comparison document 


comparing Stanmore / Tasley 
• Providing regular press releases on project development including the appointment of Lord 


Matthew Taylor in the Shropshire Star and Bridgnorth Journal.  
 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 


 


 


 


 



http://www.stanmorevillage.co.uk/

http://www.stanmorevillage.co.uk/
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Stanmore Garden Village 


‘Affordable Housing’   
An Outline of the Stanmore Consortium Proposal 
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‘Affordable Housing’ – An Outline of the Stanmore Consortium’s 
Proposal for Stanmore Garden Village 


A. The Vision Statement
The Vision Statement submitted to Shropshire Council describes the general mix of types of housing 
proposed, viz:


“Residential 
The proposal provides for a variety of residential types and tenures. It will deliver homes for all ages from 
studios and one bedroomed apartments for those starting on the 'housing ladder', through to specialist care 
facilities for the elderly and infirm. A mix of 1-3 bed apartments and 2-5 bed homes will be spread across the 
site with the local centre accommodating a greater quantity of apartment homes arranged around community 
facilities and benefiting from the mixed uses in the Centre......Specialist 'later life' houses (restricted to over-55's 
who are downsizing) sheltered and extra-care accommodation and a care home ....can be provided within easy 
reach of the Centre and its facilities..." 


"Alongside the A454 are the bus stops and waiting areas and the Local Centre will feature higher density homes 
using apartment, duplex and terraced dwelling types of between 2 and 4 storeys, some with communal gardens” 


And ...... “Land for Self-Build Housing may be made available, following discussions with the Council, to satisfy 
known demand and encourage innovative design in an appropriate location.” 


The Consortium believes that a fuller explanation of the rationale behind its proposals will be helpful 
and will illustrate how the Garden Village community to be created will go further in addressing the 
needs of the community than merely following minimum requirements of local and national 
planning policy for the provision of affordable housing. 


B. Development Plan policy


Shropshire Core Strategy  
strategic objective 5: 
“Provide for a mix of good quality, sustainable housing development of the right size, type, tenure 
and affordability to meet the housing needs and aspirations of all sections of the community, includ-
ing provision for specialist needs and the elderly.” 


Policy CS11 Type and Affordability of Housing 


Shropshire Type and Affordability of Housing SPD 2012  
(https://shropshire.gov.uk/media/8593/adopted-type-and-affordability-of-housing-spd-2012.pdf) 


Under the 2012 SPD, Bridgnorth and Worfield zone requires 20% affordable housing on sites 
of more than 5 dwellings (in Worfield Parish which is a designated rural area). This is a live 
policy and is to be reassessed every April against market changes. (The Consortium has seen 
no record of any reassessments being made).   


4.34 Within the affordable housing component, a 70%:30% split between rented housing 
(70%) and low cost home ownership (30%) will be the starting point for negotiations on the 
mix with the Housing Enabling Officer (unless there is evidence that a different local mix 
would be appropriate - see paragraph 4.36 below). It must also be assumed by all parties 
that the affordable housing is being delivered without public sector grant. 
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The SPD includes a policy for exception sites and whilst that in itself is not relevant, it is about priori-
tising local people and offers a definition of ‘strong local connection’ which includes those currently 
employed locally or within 5 km or having a confirmed offer of work within 5km. The Consortium 
believes this could be one appropriate test to be applied in linking new affordable housing provision 
to employment at Stanmore. 


Appendix G provides various forms of tenure that are considered affordable. This is however most 
likely out of date as the NPPF 2019 Annex 2 provides a new definition aimed at boosting affordable 
home ownership rather than rented. It is assumed that the SPD will be revisited as part of the Local 
Plan Review. 


C. National Planning Policy Framework 2019 (NPPF)


The NPPF specifies that “the size, type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in 
the community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies including, but not lim-
ited to, those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people, students, 
people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes and people 
wishing to commission or build their own homes” 


Annex 2 definition of affordable housing : 


Affordable housing: housing for sale or rent, for those whose needs are not met by the market (in-
cluding housing that provides a subsidised route to home ownership and/or is for essential local 
workers); and which complies with one or more of the following definitions: 


a) Affordable housing for rent: meets all of the following conditions: (a) the rent is set in
accordance with the Government’s rent policy for Social Rent or Affordable Rent, or is at least 20% 
below local market rents (including service charges where applicable); (b) the landlord is a registered 
provider, except where it is included as part of a Build to Rent scheme (in which case the landlord 
need not be a registered provider); and (c) it includes provisions to remain at an affordable price for 
future eligible households, or for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative affordable housing provi-
sion. For Build to Rent schemes affordable housing for rent is expected to be the normal form of af-
fordable housing provision (and, in this context, is known as Affordable Private Rent). 


b) Starter homes: is as specified in Sections 2 and 3 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016
and any secondary legislation made under these sections. The definition of a starter home should 
reflect the meaning set out in statute and any such secondary legislation at the time of plan-
preparation or decision-making. Where secondary legislation has the effect of limiting a household’s 
eligibility to purchase a starter home to those with a particular maximum level of household income, 
those restrictions should be used. 


c) Discounted market sales housing: is that sold at a discount of at least 20% below local
market value. Eligibility is determined with regard to local incomes and local house prices. Provisions 
should be in place to ensure housing remains at a discount for future eligible households. 


d) Other affordable routes to home ownership: is housing provided for sale that provides a
route to ownership for those who could not achieve home ownership through the market. It includes 
shared ownership, relevant equity loans, other low cost homes for sale (at a price equivalent to at 
least 20% below local market value) and rent to buy (which includes a period of intermediate rent). 
Where public grant funding is provided, there should be provisions for the homes to remain at an 
affordable price for future eligible households, or for any receipts to be recycled for alternative af-
fordable housing provision, or refunded to Government or the relevant authority specified in the 
funding agreement. 
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Affordable Housing at the Garden Village – The Consortium’s Approach 


1.0 The Stanmore Village Vision Statement (p54) states: 


Affordability 
The Consortium subscribes to the need to provide housing of varying types and tenures that 
are suitable for local needs, of which an agreed proportion are genuinely affordable, some 
allocated for ‘key’ or ‘local’ workers, and housing for the open market in addition. Legal 
agreements with the Council will govern these matters and guarantee adherence to the prin-
ciples. 


2.0 The Consortium proposes that the Garden Village should be designed as a coherent community, 
linked to local employment and, because it is promoted by  ‘legacy’ landowners who will be involved 
in its development on a continuing basis, it can and should offer  a greater percentage of  
‘affordable’ housing than would be proposed by a commercial housebuilder providing the minimum 
requirement under Local Plan policy and needing to satisfy a landowner by maximising its return 
from the land. 


3.0 Apley Estate is already a substantial residential landlord with some 300 properties located in the 
area between Bridgnorth and Shifnal. Those properties are rented on a variety of bases, some ac-
commodating the Estate’s own employees, some ‘key workers’, some for social purposes promoted 
by the Estate and some on open market terms. Apley intends to continue as a responsible landlord 
and will set up a specific body to act as a Registered Provider of a Build to Rent Scheme and thereby 
retain a proportion of the new dwellings built at the Garden Village, a specified percentage of which 
will be designated permanently as ‘affordable’. 


4.0 The consortium proposes the following for discussion (and subsequent agreement with the 
Council, for inclusion in a legal agreement):- 


4.1 The proposal is predicated upon the allocation of at least 850 dwellings at Stanmore in the 
Plan Period to 2038. 


4.2 The Council’s adopted policy is to achieve 20% of dwellings on new sites of over 5 plots in 
this location as ‘affordable’. 


4.3 The Consortium proposes the overall percentage of ‘Affordable’ dwellings shall be based 
upon 30% (the final percentage being dependent upon the agreed split between the    ele-
ments below)  viz:-.  


4.3.1 Affordable Housing for rent at rents at least 20% below local market rent (agreed by 
the Housing Officer) 


4.3.2 Housing for sale/rent (shared equity -  maximum sale of equity 75%) through regis-
tered provider (a partner Housing Association). 


4.3.3 Starter Homes up to a maximum value of £250,000 and sold at 20% discount to market 
value) for sale to first time buyers as defined in the Housing and Planning Act 2016  


4.3.4 Housing for sale or rent with ‘key worker’ (to be defined) or ‘local employment’ (work-
ing within 5km of the property) restriction in the property title. 
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5.0 Evidence of Need 
This is summarized by the points below:  (Please refer for full analysis to the Hatch Regeneris Eco-
nomic Study submitted to the Council) 


5.1 Housing 


• 195 Bridgnorth households on the waiting list


• 350 total on the waiting list wanting housing in Bridgnorth


• Average house price lower quartile £178,000


• Proposed population at Stanmore Garden Village up to 2,210 of which


• 1,440 to be working age population


• 1,200 economically active


• Up to 1,900 new jobs to be provided on Stanmore Business Park extension


• 1,650 - 1,700 jobs already exist on Stanmore Business Park


• Further employment exists at Bridgnorth Aluminium, Faraday Drive and will shortly be provided at
development under construction at Chartwell Business Park. For all of these sites, the distance to
Stanmore Village is between 2 and 3 km.


5.2 Incomes 
A wealth of data is available in the Hatch Regeneris Economic Study and the recently published 
(March 2020) Shropshire Council – Strategic Housing Market Assessment. Salient data shows: 


 Higher levels of income of  Bridgnorth residents than the average for Shropshire, contrib-
uting to higher (i.e. less affordable) house prices.


 Lower levels of income for Bridgnorth employees demonstrating high levels of in-commuting
resulting from less affordable housing locally.


The following extracts from Shropshire – Strategic Housing Market Assessment Part 1 illustrate the 
point (underlining is our emphasis): 


3.124. Although workplace earnings are below the average for Great Britain, resident earn-
ings are more closely aligned to the national average. The differential between workplace 
and resident earnings is influenced by the high level of out-commuting amongst the top 
earners. 


3.130. In Shropshire, resident earnings exceeded workplace earning by £53.10 (10.5%) per 
week in 2018, and while they lag behind national rates by £13.20, Shropshire resident work-
ers earn an average of £21.30 more per week than their West Midland counterparts. Like 
workplace wages, residents’ earnings have risen at a slightly faster rate than either regional-
ly or nationally over the last eight years. 


3.132. The difference between resident earnings and workplace earnings is greater in Shrop-
shire, at £53.10 per week than in all other selected nearby authorities. The difference is 
smallest in Powys. In Telford & Wrekin and Wolverhampton, workplace wages are higher 
than residents – the reverse is true everywhere else. 


 Significantly lower house prices (and greater affordability) in Telford and Wrekin from where
many workers commute to Bridgnorth and Stanmore


 Significant levels of out-commuting by higher earners to areas such as Telford and the Black
Country.












Site Assessment - Stage 3


Site Reference:


Coal Authority Reference Area?


Mineral Safeguarding Area?


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 3:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 2:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 1:


Percentage of the site in the 30 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 100 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 1,000 


year surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site identified on 


the EA Historic Flood Map:


Percentage of the site within 20m of 


an historic flood event:


Percentage of the site within 20m of a 


detailed river network:


All or part of the site within a Source 


Protection Zone:


Green Belt* Considerations:


(from the GB Assessment/Review)


Landscape Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Landscape Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Highway Comments - Direct Access to 


Highway Network?


Highway Comments - If No Direct 


Access, Can One Reasonably Be 


Achieved?  And How?


Highway Comments - Existing 


Highway Suitable for Traffic 


Associated with the Development at 


the Access Point?


Highway Comments - If Existing 


Highway at Access Point is Not 


Suitable, Can It Reasonably be Made 


So?


Highway Comments - Could the 


Development Occur Without Off-Site 


Works?


Highway Comments -  Are Envisaged 


Off-Site Works Achieveable?


P54


TRUE


FALSE


0%


0%


100%


0%


1%


3%


0%


0%


1%


Yes


The Green Belt Assessment undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel 


which performs weakly against purpose 2; moderately against purpose 3; with no contribution against purpose 4.


The Green Belt Review undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel, the 


release of which would have a high level of harm on the Green Belt due to the level of encroachment on countryside 


and the weakening of the role of adjoining areas with regard to purpose 3. A sub-parcel within the  south west of 


this parcel, including The Hobbins & field to the west   was identified which would have a moderate level of harm if 


released. NBThe SLAA parcel being assessed however excludes the sub parcel which forms sites STC005 & STC006 


Medium


Medium


Medium


Medium


(Comments on P54, P55, P56 and P58a/b): If 66% of these sites were developed as housing they could accommodate 


4,591 homes. These site have good vehicular access potential, directly onto the A454 and A458. (Or via The Hobbins 


in the case of P58).


As part of a strategic settlement it is assumed that these sites will be designed to promoted cycling and walking for 


local trips and that local facilities will be provided to maximise sustainable travel. However, those sites (or parts of 


sites) that are closest to Bridgnorth Low Town are also well located for sustainable travel to facilities in this area in 


the initial phases of development of the strategic settlement when new facilities have not yet been introduced. The 


master plan will need to include direct walking and cycling routes that link to existing PRoW at Elmhurst and Hazel 


View in Low Town and provide controlled crossing(s) of the A454. These walking routes will also provide access to 


the existing Bridgnorth town bus service that currently operate within Low Town. 







Highways Accessibility Rating (Out Of 


24) (Based on Primary School, GP 


Surgery, Convenience Store & Public 


Transport Service):


Ecology Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Other Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Opportunities:


Heritage Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Other Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Opportunities:


Tree Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Other Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Opportunities:


Public Protection Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Other Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Opportunities:


None.


EcIA required. Surveys for GCN (ponds on site and within 500m) Dormice, Badgers , Bats, nesting birds, plants (likely 


priority habitats need botanical survey), reptiles, otter and water vole. 3 footpaths run through site. Environmental 


Network corridor immediately adjacent to southern and eastern boundary and stepping stone on site.  Reduced area 


would be available for development if GCN found on site. 


Protected and priority species and habitats mitigation and enhancement. Retain and enhance all 


hedgerows/trees/scrub/ditches on site. Retain all ponds as part of landscaping of open space to maintain and 


enhance Env. Network. Create green corridors along footpaths and link with open space and Env. Network to the 


south and east in accordance with CS17 Environmental Networks and MD12. 


Enhancement of environmental  network by providing green link along footpaths and 'Brook' linked to open space. 


Use open space provision to provide biodiversity enhancements and links to Stanmore Country Park. 


Site crossed by projected line of former Roman road from Greensforge (Staffs) to central Wales (HER PRN 04076), 


and also includes a prehistoric cropmark pit alignment (HER PRN 21522) and part of site of Bridgnorth racecourse 


(HER PRN 32056). In addition, very large size of site suggests it may have other archaeological potential. 


Heritage Assessment required with application  (archaeological DBA + field evaluation).


mature trees and hedges within and around site. Blocks of plantation and natural woodland within site


Standard BS5837 tree survey / constraints analysis. Arb Impact Assessment, Tree Protection Plan & Arb Method 


Statement. Create 15m buffer from woodland and seek to retain internal trees within open space.


Use 20% canopy cover policy to enhance tree cover and expand woodland in association with future development.  


Retain fine trees and woodland within site as features in open space within any development.


Anaerobic digester on northern boundary of the site creating odour and noise. Road noise to northern boundary of 


the site. Any significant scale development causing additional traffic movements into town requires air quality 


asserssment.


Separation distance from anaerobic digester a necesity. Noise mitigation available and could include stand off 


distance, glazing and ventillation consideration and layout and orientation of dwellings, barrier treatment. and 


combinations thereof to mitigate for road noise.  AQ assessment likely to be required and mitigation stated.


Would be better location if AQ issue in Bridgnorth did not exist.







Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Residential):


Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Employment):


Strategic Considerations:


Known Infrastructure Requirements 


to make Development Suitable in 


Planning Terms:


Known Infrastructure Opportunities:


Potential for Windfall?


Potential for Allocation?


Recommendation


Reasoning


If proposed for Allocation, Potential 


Capacity:


If proposed for Allocation


Design Requirements:


*Green Belt Purposes (where


applicable):


Poor


Poor


A area of agricultural land in the Green Belt to the east of Bridgnorth.  The site is separated from the built form of 


Bridgnorth by agricultural fields and wooded ridge, but is associated with the built form of The Hobbins and 


Stanmore,   Industrial Estate.Green Belt release would be required for allocation  or safeguarding. Proximity to 


anaerobic digester ancient woodland, to buildings and sites of heritage interest and any other ecological interest will 


need to be taken into account. Other considerations are that the site may have archaeological value  and could 


contribute to  the environmental network. Green Belt release would be required for allocation  or 


safeguarding.There is a modest level of known pluvial flood risk and flow routes through site, with known flooding 


issue downstream and parts of the site located in Source protection zones (SPZ 1, 2 & 3).


The design, layout of and access to the development will need to take into account surface water flood risk informed 


by a flood risk assessment and source protection zones. Development should be restricted to land outside the 1,000 


year surface flood risk zone.  This is a large site which provides scope to address identified constraints and to 


provide or improve access to services and facilities. SA indicates generally poor performance due to poor access to 


existing facilities and services and for potential impacts on environmental and heritage assets.


Waste water treatment capacity. A range of community services and infrastructure as part of a large scale planned 


mixed-use development. Separation distance and appropriate residential amenity protection  measures 


Park & Ride. Potential environmental network enhancement and linkage to Stanmore Country Park 


No


Yes (safeguarding)


Identify as safeguarded land


Relates well to the existing (ex military) Hobbins Estate and would provide long term capacity for future growth 


associated with proposals for a planned mixed use extension on adjacent land. Poor SA performance can be 


addressed through the planned provision of new community services and careful design and mitigation measures as 


part of the master planning of a larger area.


n/a


n/a


Purpose 1 (checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas - only applies to parcels adjacent to large built up 


areas);


Purpose 2 (merging of neighbouring towns);


Purpose 3 (safeguarding countryside from encroachment); 


Purpose 4 (preserving setting/character of historic towns); and


Purpose 5 (assisting urban regeneration by encouraging re-use of brownfield land - applies consistently across all 


parcels).







Site Assessment - Stage 3


Site Reference:


Coal Authority Reference Area?


Mineral Safeguarding Area?


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 3:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 2:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 1:


Percentage of the site in the 30 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 100 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 1,000 


year surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site identified on 


the EA Historic Flood Map:


Percentage of the site within 20m of 


an historic flood event:


Percentage of the site within 20m of a 


detailed river network:


All or part of the site within a Source 


Protection Zone:


Green Belt* Considerations:


(from the GB Assessment/Review)


Landscape Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Landscape Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Highway Comments - Direct Access to 


Highway Network?


Highway Comments - If No Direct 


Access, Can One Reasonably Be 


Achieved?  And How?


Highway Comments - Existing 


Highway Suitable for Traffic 


Associated with the Development at 


the Access Point?


Highway Comments - If Existing 


Highway at Access Point is Not 


Suitable, Can It Reasonably be Made 


So?


Highway Comments - Could the 


Development Occur Without Off-Site 


Works?


Highway Comments -  Are Envisaged 


Off-Site Works Achieveable?


P56


FALSE


FALSE


0%


0%


100%


0%


1%


1%


0%


0%


0%


No


The Green Belt Assessment undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel 


which performs weakly against purpose 2; strongly against purpose 3; with a weak contribution against purpose 4.


The Green Belt Review undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel, the 


release of which would have a moderate- high level of harm on the Green Belt due to some containment which 


reduces  the level of encroachment on countryside although there would be weakening of the role of adjoining areas 


with regard to purpose 3. No sub-parcels were identified which would have less harm.


Medium


Medium


Medium


Medium


(Comments on P54, P55, P56 and P58a/b): If 66% of these sites were developed as housing they could accommodate 


4,591 homes. These site have good vehicular access potential, directly onto the A454 and A458. (Or via The Hobbins 


in the case of P58).


As part of a strategic settlement it is assumed that these sites will be designed to promoted cycling and walking for 


local trips and that local facilities will be provided to maximise sustainable travel. However, those sites (or parts of 


sites) that are closest to Bridgnorth Low Town are also well located for sustainable travel to facilities in this area in 


the initial phases of development of the strategic settlement when new facilities have not yet been introduced. The 


master plan will need to include direct walking and cycling routes that link to existing PRoW at Elmhurst and Hazel 


View in Low Town and provide controlled crossing(s) of the A454. These walking routes will also provide access to 


the existing Bridgnorth town bus service that currently operate within Low Town. 







Highways Accessibility Rating (Out Of 


24) (Based on Primary School, GP 


Surgery, Convenience Store & Public 


Transport Service):


Ecology Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Other Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Opportunities:


Heritage Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Other Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Opportunities:


Tree Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Other Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Opportunities:


Public Protection Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Other Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Opportunities:


This site lies immediately adjacent to Ancient Woodland which Has a TPO and a Local Geological Site.  Damage to 


AW must be avoided, see NPPF. AW must be buffered from the impacts of development and a buffer would be 


required to the woodland, which is inaccessible to the public, reducing the remaining land available to development. 


Site also lies partly within the Env. Network corridor (on the western boundary) and adjacent to the Network on the 


south and south-east boundaries. CS17 Environmental Networks applies. Only reduced numbers of housing possible 


as protection of Environmental Network unlikely to be fully possible in open space provision. Suggest seek landscape 


advice.


EcIA required. Surveys for GCN (ponds on site and within 500m) Dormice, Badgers , Bats, nesting birds, plants 


(Ancient Woodland and other priority habitats need botanical survey to assess impacts) reptiles and geology. A 


footpath runs through the site. 


Protected and priority species and habitats mitigation and enhancement. Retain and enhance all hedgerows/trees 


on site. Retain pond as part of landscaping of open space. If GCN present mitigation land will need to be provided. 


Protect Ancient Woodland with inaccesible buffer of 15 - 50m, managed for biodiversity and address any adverse 


impacts on Local Geological site under MD12.  Create green corridor along footpath and link with open space and 


Env. Network to the south and east in accordance with CS17 Environmental Networks and MD12. 


Enhancement of environmental  network by providing green link along footpath linked to open space. Use open 


space provision to provide biodiversity enhancements and accessible links to Stanmore Country Park. 


Site includes part of designated area of the Scheduled Monument of The Hermitage (NHLE ref. 1004782). Also 


contains three Iron Age/ Roman cropmark enclosure sites (HER PRNs 02320, 02321 & 00205) and a possible 


medieval holy well known as the Hermits Well (HER PRN 00386). Beyond these site, finds of prehistoric flint scatter 


(HER PRN 01341) and metal detectorist finds suggest wider archaeological potential.


Heritage Assessment required with application  (impact on SM and its setting, archaeological DBA + field evaluation). 


Development would need to avoid


Development would need to avoid area of Scheduled Monument. S106 monies could help to secure management 


and enhanced access and interpretation of SM.


TPO woodland adjoins length of western boundary.


hedges within and around site and occasional mature trees around site boundaries.


Standard BS5837 tree survey / constraints analysis. Arb Impact Assessment, Tree Protection Plan & Arb Method 


Statement. Create 15m buffer from adjacent woodland. Particular attention to size, number and location of 


dwellings in order to create sustainable juxtaposition of houses and important retained trees.


Use 20% canopy cover policy to enhance tree cover and expand woodland in association with future development.  


Retain fine trees and woodland within site as features in open space within any development.


Landfill off site to the south poses a gassing risk. Noise from roads bordering the site. Any significant scale 


development causing additional traffic movements into town requires air quality asserssment.


Contaminated land assessment necessary and mitigation required. Noise mitigation available and could include 


stand off distance, glazing and ventillation consideration and layout and orientation of dwellings, barrier treatment. 


and combinations thereof to mitigate for road noise. Suggest good separation distance from any agricultural 


buildings located on the edge of the site. AQ assessment likely to be required and mitigation stated.


Would be better location if AQ issue in Bridgnorth did not exist.







Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Residential):


Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Employment):


Strategic Considerations:


Known Infrastructure Requirements 


to make Development Suitable in 


Planning Terms:


Known Infrastructure Opportunities:


Potential for Windfall?


Potential for Allocation?


Recommendation


Reasoning


If proposed for Allocation, Potential 


Capacity:


If proposed for Allocation


Design Requirements:


*Green Belt Purposes (where


applicable):


Fair


Poor


A large site located in the Green Belt to the east of Bridgnorth and separated from the town by an area of ancient 


woodland. The site consists of a number of agricultural fields bounded by the A458 to the south, A454 to the east, 


Hermitage Hill to the west, and the B4363 to the north. Proximity to and inclusion of  TPO,ancient woodland, 


geological site, buildings and sites of heritage interest and  ecological interest in this large site  will need to be taken 


into account. The site also partly includes an archaeological site  and may be subject to contamination.  Consultee 


feedback indicates that these are manageable constraints. The design, layout of and access to the development will 


need to take into account  a small amount of surface water flood risk.Green Belt release would be required for 


allocation or safeguarding. SA indicates poor performance for employment uses due to poor access to existing 


facilities and services and for potential impacts on environmental and heritage assets.


Waste water treatment capacity. A range of community services and infrastructure as part of a large scale planned 


mixed-use development


improvement of environmental network & measures to protect ancient woodland including buffer strip.


Contaminated land and other appropriate environmental mitigation measure 


Park & Ride. Potential interpretation of ancient monument on the site and provision of footpath link to Bridgnorth 


across  and open space  provison, if compatibility with the need to protect  Hermitage Coppice. Environmental 


network enhancement and formation of linkage to Stanmore Country Park


No


Yes


Allocate in part for mixed use including residential, employment and open space uses. Residual to be identified as 


safeguarded land.


As part of a wider, mixed use scheme, provides an opportunity to provide for the long term growth needs of 


Bridgnorth for an extended period, capitalising on the existing (ex military) land uses associated with the former 


Stanmore Camp. The proposed development would generate significant betterment in terms of access to open 


space on land adjacent to the existing development boundary for residents of Bridgnorth, together with 


employment opportunities and significantly enhanced access to facilities, services and infrastructure for local 


residents and employees in the Stanmore area. Poor SA performance can be addressed through the planned 


provision of new community services and careful design and mitigation measures as part of the master planning of a 


larger area.


 To be considered  as part of masterplan for wider area - 850 dwellings to be allocated overall 


Design codes  and other requirements to be included as part of masterplan.


Purpose 1 (checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas - only applies to parcels adjacent to large built up 


areas);


Purpose 2 (merging of neighbouring towns);


Purpose 3 (safeguarding countryside from encroachment); 


Purpose 4 (preserving setting/character of historic towns); and


Purpose 5 (assisting urban regeneration by encouraging re-use of brownfield land - applies consistently across all 


parcels).







Site Assessment - Stage 3


Site Reference:


Coal Authority Reference Area?


Mineral Safeguarding Area?


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 3:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 2:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 1:


Percentage of the site in the 30 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 100 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 1,000 


year surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site identified on 


the EA Historic Flood Map:


Percentage of the site within 20m of 


an historic flood event:


Percentage of the site within 20m of a 


detailed river network:


All or part of the site within a Source 


Protection Zone:


Green Belt* Considerations:


(from the GB Assessment/Review)


Landscape Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Landscape Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Highway Comments - Direct Access to 


Highway Network?


Highway Comments - If No Direct 


Access, Can One Reasonably Be 


Achieved?  And How?


Highway Comments - Existing 


Highway Suitable for Traffic 


Associated with the Development at 


the Access Point?


Highway Comments - If Existing 


Highway at Access Point is Not 


Suitable, Can It Reasonably be Made 


So?


Highway Comments - Could the 


Development Occur Without Off-Site 


Works?


Highway Comments -  Are Envisaged 


Off-Site Works Achieveable?


P58a


TRUE


FALSE


0%


0%


0%


0%


1%


9%


0%


0%


0%


Yes


The Green Belt Assessment undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel 


which performs weakly against purpose 2; moderately against purpose 3; with no contribution against purpose 4.


The Green Belt Review undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel, the 


release of which would have a moderate  level of harm on the Green Belt due to the level of encroachment on 


countryside within the parcel itself. No sub-parcels were identified which would have less harm.


Medium high 


Medium high 


High


high 


(Comments on P54, P55, P56 and P58a/b): If 66% of these sites were developed as housing they could accommodate 


4,591 homes. These site have good vehicular access potential, directly onto the A454 and A458. (Or via The Hobbins 


in the case of P58).


As part of a strategic settlement it is assumed that these sites will be designed to promoted cycling and walking for 


local trips and that local facilities will be provided to maximise sustainable travel. However, those sites (or parts of 


sites) that are closest to Bridgnorth Low Town are also well located for sustainable travel to facilities in this area in 


the initial phases of development of the strategic settlement when new facilities have not yet been introduced. The 


master plan will need to include direct walking and cycling routes that link to existing PRoW at Elmhurst and Hazel 


View in Low Town and provide controlled crossing(s) of the A454. These walking routes will also provide access to 


the existing Bridgnorth town bus service that currently operate within Low Town. 







Highways Accessibility Rating (Out Of 


24) (Based on Primary School, GP 


Surgery, Convenience Store & Public 


Transport Service):


Ecology Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Other Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Opportunities:


Heritage Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Other Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Opportunities:


Tree Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Other Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Opportunities:


Public Protection Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Other Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Opportunities:


Suggest seek landscape advice.


EcIA required. Surveys for GCN (ponds on site and within 500m) Dormice, Badgers , Bats, nesting birds, plants 


(unimproved grassland and other  priority habitats need botanical survey to assess impacts), reptiles. This site lies 


immediately adjacent to the Env. Network corridor (on the northern and western  boundary).  CS17 Environmental 


Networks applies.  


Protected and priority species and habitats mitigation and enhancement. Retain and enhance all hedgerows/trees 


on site. Retain pond as part of landscaping of open space. If GCN present or priority habitats (field patterns look 


interesting), mitigation land will need to be provided. Open space to include retained mature trees and link to Env. 


Network to the west and northern corner in accordance with CS17 Environmental Networks and MD12. 


Enhancement of environmental network by providing green links along northern boundary, including centalised 


open space. Use open space provision to provide biodiversity enhancements and links to Stanmore Country Park for 


residents. 


Large size of site suggests it may have archaeological potential. 


Heritage Assessment required with application  (archaeological DBA + field evaluation).


site surrounded by and containing mature trees and hedgerows. Tree nursery / young plantation? Occupying 


southern portion of site.


Standard BS5837 tree survey / constraints analysis. Arb Impact Assessment, Tree Protection Plan & Arb Method 


Statement. Particular attention to size, number and location of dwellings in order to create sustainable juxtaposition 


of houses and trees.


Retain fine trees and woodland within site as features in open space within any development. Expand / link with 


existing woodland adjacent site


Busy industrial site to border. Noise etc considered considerable and not acceptable to build residential in close 


proximity that may inhibit the industrial activity in future.







Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Residential):


Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Employment):


Strategic Considerations:


Known Infrastructure Requirements 


to make Development Suitable in 


Planning Terms:


Known Infrastructure Opportunities:


Potential for Windfall?


Potential for Allocation?


Recommendation


Reasoning


If proposed for Allocation, Potential 


Capacity:


If proposed for Allocation


Design Requirements:


*Green Belt Purposes (where


applicable):


Fair


Fair


This Green Belt  site is closely assocated with the adjacent Stanmore Industrial Estate, which is inset in the Green 


Belt,and employment uses upon it. Green Belt release would however  be required for allocation or safeguarding 


.The site adjoins an industrial area, therefore residential amenity would be compromised  and the  site is therefore 


not considered suitable for residential use. Proximity to trees , potential archaeological and other ecological interest 


will also be a consideration. There is a foul sewer though site and  some known pluvial flood risk which the design, 


layout of and access to the development will need to take into account with surface water flood risk informed by a 


flood risk assessment. Development should be restricted to land outside the 1,000 year surface flood risk zone.  


Power supply


linkage to environmental network 


No


Yes


Allocate in part for employment uses


The site is well related to an existing employment area which is excluded from the Green Belt. As part of a wider, 


mixed use scheme, provides an opportunity to provide for the long term growth needs of Bridgnorth for an 


extended period, capitalising on the existing (ex military) land uses associated with the former Stanmore Camp. The 


proposed development would generate significant betterment in terms of access to open space on land adjacent to 


the existing development boundary for residents of Bridgnorth, together with employment opportunities and 


significantly enhanced access to facilities, services and infrastructure for local residents and employees in the 


Stanmore area. Identified constraints can be accommodated 


 To be considered  as part of masterplan for wider area - 16ha of employment land to be allocated overall 


relationship to existing industrial estate. Landscape buffering against adjacent residential uses.


Purpose 1 (checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas - only applies to parcels adjacent to large built up 


areas);


Purpose 2 (merging of neighbouring towns);


Purpose 3 (safeguarding countryside from encroachment); 


Purpose 4 (preserving setting/character of historic towns); and


Purpose 5 (assisting urban regeneration by encouraging re-use of brownfield land - applies consistently across all 


parcels).







Site Assessment - Stage 3


Site Reference:


Coal Authority Reference Area?


Mineral Safeguarding Area?


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 3:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 2:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 1:


Percentage of the site in the 30 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 100 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 1,000 


year surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site identified on 


the EA Historic Flood Map:


Percentage of the site within 20m of 


an historic flood event:


Percentage of the site within 20m of a 


detailed river network:


All or part of the site within a Source 


Protection Zone:


Green Belt* Considerations:


(from the GB Assessment/Review)


Landscape Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Landscape Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Highway Comments - Direct Access to 


Highway Network?


Highway Comments - If No Direct 


Access, Can One Reasonably Be 


Achieved?  And How?


Highway Comments - Existing 


Highway Suitable for Traffic 


Associated with the Development at 


the Access Point?


Highway Comments - If Existing 


Highway at Access Point is Not 


Suitable, Can It Reasonably be Made 


So?


Highway Comments - Could the 


Development Occur Without Off-Site 


Works?


Highway Comments -  Are Envisaged 


Off-Site Works Achieveable?


STC002


TRUE


FALSE


0%


0%


100%


0%


0%


0%


0%


0%


0%


No


Within P57. The Green Belt Assessment undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green 


Belt parcel (p57)  which performs weakly against purpose 2; strongly against purpose 3; with no contribution against 


purpose 4.


The Green Belt Review undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel, the 


release of which would have a moderate   level of harm on the Green Belt due to some encroachment on 


countryside within the parcel itself.  No sub-parcels were identified which would have less harm.


Medium


Medium


Medium


Medium


Y


via Estate Road to A454 preferrably not onto The Hobbins


Y


Assumes improvements of the existing estate road junction with the A454, including review of speed limit, will be 


funded by the development (linked with STC001 & STC004).


N


Y. Assuming any necessary improvements of the A454/A458 and A454/B4363 roundabout junctions are funded by 


the adjacent developments.







Highways Accessibility Rating (Out Of 


24) (Based on Primary School, GP 


Surgery, Convenience Store & Public 


Transport Service):


Ecology Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Other Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Opportunities:


Heritage Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Other Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Opportunities:


Tree Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Other Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Opportunities:


Public Protection Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Other Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Opportunities:


8


Site entirely within the Environmental Network and CS17 Environmental Networks applies.  Only  reduced numbers 


of housing possible as protection of Environmental Network unlikely to be fully possible in open space provision.


EcIA required. Surveys for GCN (ponds close to site boundary and within 500m) Dormice, Badgers , Bats, nesting 


birds, plants (unimproved grassland and other  potential priority habitats need botanical survey to assess impacts), 


reptiles.  Site adjacent to the Env. network (Stanmore Country Park) and CS17 applies.


Protected and priority species and habitats mitigation and enhancement. Retain and enhance all 


hedgerows/trees/priority habitat on site. If priority habitats present (looks likely), mitigation land will need to be 


provided. Open space  to be provided should be next to and linked by green corridors to Stanmore Country Park. 


Reduced development area.


Use open space and green pedestrian links to provide biodiversity enhancements. Sandy soils in this area suitable for 


restoration of unimproved sandy grasslands, currently lost in agricultural areas - no topsoil and natural regeneration 


will result in low-maintenance, high biodiversity swards. 


Site formally part of RAF Bridgnorth (HER PRN 29127) and formerly included part of Bridgnorth racecourse (HER PRN 


32056). 


trees, groups of trees and scrub across site. Woodland adjacent east, south and west boundaries


Standard BS5837 tree survey / constraints analysis. Arb Impact Assessment, Tree Protection Plan & Arb Method 


Statement. Create 15m buffer from woodland and seek to retain significant internal trees within open space.


Expand adjacent woodland in association with future development.  Retain fine trees within site as features in open 


space within any development.


Industrial use abuts significant part of the site boundary. Placing residential here may restrict businesses on the 


industrial estate which is not considered acceptable.







Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Residential):


Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Employment):


Strategic Considerations:


Known Infrastructure Requirements 


to make Development Suitable in 


Planning Terms:


Known Infrastructure Opportunities:


Potential for Windfall?


Potential for Allocation?


Recommendation


Reasoning


If proposed for Allocation, Potential 


Capacity:


If proposed for Allocation


Design Requirements:


*Green Belt Purposes (where


applicable):


Fair


Fair


The site was formerly part of the RAF Stanmore site. Whilst the rest of the site was converted to an industrial estate, 


this component was allowed to naturalise. The site  in the Green Belt and forms part of the gap between Stanmore 


Industrial Estate and The Hobbins (residential). Green Belt release would be required for allocation or 


safeguarding.The site is closely assocated with the adjacent Stanmore Industrial Estate.Residential uses would be 


inappropriate in relation to established industrial uses . A foul sewer though site, significant trees, woodland and  


environmental network role are significant considerations which would need to be taken into account. 


Power supply; improvements of estate road junction with A454 


Not known


No


Yes


Allocate for employment


Employment provision as  part of a wider, mixed use scheme, provides an opportunity to provide for the long term 


growth needs of Bridgnorth for an extended period, capitalising on the existing (ex military) land uses associated 


with the former Stanmore Camp. The proposed development, considered as a whole, would generate significant 


betterment in terms of access to open space on land adjacent to the existing development boundary for residents of 


Bridgnorth, together with significantly enhanced access to facilities, services and infrastructure for local residents 


and employees in the Stanmore area.


 To be considered  as part of masterplan for wider area - 16ha of employment land to be allocated overall 


Highway access and relationship to existing industrial estate. Landscape buffering against adjacent residential uses.


Purpose 1 (checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas - only applies to parcels adjacent to large built up 


areas);


Purpose 2 (merging of neighbouring towns);


Purpose 3 (safeguarding countryside from encroachment); 


Purpose 4 (preserving setting/character of historic towns); and


Purpose 5 (assisting urban regeneration by encouraging re-use of brownfield land - applies consistently across all 


parcels).







Site Assessment - Stage 3


Site Reference:


Coal Authority Reference Area?


Mineral Safeguarding Area?


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 3:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 2:


Percentage of site in Flood Zone 1:


Percentage of the site in the 30 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 100 year 


surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site in the 1,000 


year surface flood risk zone:


Percentage of the site identified on 


the EA Historic Flood Map:


Percentage of the site within 20m of 


an historic flood event:


Percentage of the site within 20m of a 


detailed river network:


All or part of the site within a Source 


Protection Zone:


Green Belt* Considerations:


(from the GB Assessment/Review)


Landscape Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Residential) (from the LVSS):


Landscape Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Visual Impact Considerations 


(Employment) (from the LVSS):


Highway Comments - Direct Access to 


Highway Network?


Highway Comments - If No Direct 


Access, Can One Reasonably Be 


Achieved?  And How?


Highway Comments - Existing 


Highway Suitable for Traffic 


Associated with the Development at 


the Access Point?


Highway Comments - If Existing 


Highway at Access Point is Not 


Suitable, Can It Reasonably be Made 


So?


Highway Comments - Could the 


Development Occur Without Off-Site 


Works?


Highway Comments -  Are Envisaged 


Off-Site Works Achieveable?


STC005


FALSE


FALSE


0%


0%


100%


0%


0%


0%


0%


0%


0%


No


Forms a very small part of P54. 


The Green Belt Assessment undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel 


which performs weakly against purpose 2; moderately against purpose 3; with no contribution against purpose 4.


The Green Belt Review undertaken for Shropshire indicates that this site is located within a Green Belt parcel, the 


release of which would have a high level of harm on the Green Belt due to the level of encroachment on countryside 


and the weakening of the role of adjoining areas with regard to purpose 3. The site STC005  equates to part of a sub-


parcel within the  south west of this parcel, adjoining The Hobbins,  which was identified as having a moderate level 


of harm if released.


Medium


Medium


Medium


Medium


Y


The Hobbins and A454


Y


Y







Highways Accessibility Rating (Out Of 


24) (Based on Primary School, GP 


Surgery, Convenience Store & Public 


Transport Service):


Ecology Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Other Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Ecology Comments 


Opportunities:


Heritage Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Other Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Heritage Comments 


Opportunities:


Tree Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Other Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Tree Comments 


Opportunities:


Public Protection Comments 


Significant Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Other Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Management of Constraints:


Public Protection Comments 


Opportunities:


8


None.


EcIA required. Surveys for GCN (ponds within 500m) Dormice, Badgers , Bats, nesting birds, plants (unimproved 


grassland and other  potential priority habitats need botanical survey to assess impacts), reptiles.  Site adjacent to 


the Env. network (Stanmore Country Park) and CS17 applies.


Protected and priority species and habitats mitigation and enhancement. Retain and enhance all 


hedgerows/trees/priority habitat on site. If priority habitats present, mitigation land will need to be provided. Open 


space to be provided should be linked by green corridors to Stanmore Country Park and the open space in the 


existing development THB002.


Use open space and green pedestrian links to provide biodiversity enhancements. Sandy soils in this area suitable for 


restoration of unimproved sandy grasslands, currently lost in agricultural areas - no topsoil and natural regeneration 


will result in low-maintenance, high biodiversity swards.


Formerly included part of Bridgnorth racecourse (HER PRN 32056) and site also included former Royal Observer Core 


observation post (HER PRN 32791).  Much of site appears to have been extensively levelled ?during construction of 


Stanmore Camp.


Consider retaining and conserving ROC observation post.


trees and hedgerows around site boundaries


Standard BS5837 tree survey / constraints analysis. Arb Impact Assessment, Tree Protection Plan & Arb Method 


Statement


Use 20% canopy cover policy to enhance tree cover in association with future development. 


Noise from road to west and south. Any significant scale development causing additional traffic movements into 


town requires air quality asserssment.


Noise mitigation available and could include stand off distance, glazing and ventillation consideration and layout and 


orientation of dwellings, barrier treatment. and combinations thereof to mitigate for road noise. AQ assessment 


likely to be required and mitigation stated.


Would be better location if AQ issue in Bridgnorth did not exist.







Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Residential):


Sustainability Appraisal Conclusion 


(Employment):


Strategic Considerations:


Known Infrastructure Requirements 


to make Development Suitable in 


Planning Terms:


Known Infrastructure Opportunities:


Potential for Windfall?


Potential for Allocation?


Recommendation


Reasoning


If proposed for Allocation, Potential 


Capacity:


If proposed for Allocation


Design Requirements:


*Green Belt Purposes (where


applicable):


Fair


Fair


The site is located in the Green Belt adjacent to residential dwellings in the Hobbins.Significant trees and ecological 


interest including linkage to the environmental network and open space will need to be taken into account. Green 


belt release would be required for allocation. 


Waste water treatment capacity. A range of community services and infrastructure as part of a large scale planned 


mixed-use development. Separation distance and appropriate residential amenity protection  measures 


open space  linkage to Stanmore Country Park


No


yes


Part allocated as employment / local centre / POS. 


The site has no significant constraints, would result in only moderate harm of release considered individually   and 


relates well to the existing (ex military) Hobbins Estate and would provide long term capacity for future growth 


associated with proposals for a planned mixed use extension on adjacent land.


 To be considered  as part of masterplan for wider area - 


 To be considered  as part of masterplan for wider area - 


Purpose 1 (checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas - only applies to parcels adjacent to large built up 


areas);


Purpose 2 (merging of neighbouring towns);


Purpose 3 (safeguarding countryside from encroachment); 


Purpose 4 (preserving setting/character of historic towns); and


Purpose 5 (assisting urban regeneration by encouraging re-use of brownfield land - applies consistently across all 


parcels).
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